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Abstract—For the wireless sensor network (WSN) to operate
successfully, a critical issue is to provide sufficient sensing
coverage. In this paper, we target on smart environments and
deal with both the homogeneous (having identical sensing radius)
and heterogeneous sensors (having different sensing ranges)
equipped with locomotion facilities to assist in the sensorself-
deployment. An enhanced virtual forces algorithm with boundary
forces (EVFA-B) protocol is proposed to realize an automated
monitoring network. The EVFA-B mechanism exerts weighted
attractive and repulsive forces on each sensor based on predefined
distance thresholds. Resultant forces then guide the sensors to
their suitable positions with the objective of enhancing the sensing
coverage (after a possibly random placement of sensors). To
achieve high coverage ratio, we infer that good choices for the
associated weight constants greatly depend on sensor population
and monitored area size, while independent of sensing radius.
Performance of the proposed sensor deployment strategy is
evaluated in terms of surveillance coverage and moving energy
consumption. We also implement our EVFA-B deployment mech-
anism in a real-life monitoring network (MoNet) to demonstrate
the protocol feasibility.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Advances of micro-electromechanical system (MEMS),
sensing technology, and wireless communication have sig-
nificantly encouraged the development of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) in the past decade. A WSN is widely used
for habitat and environmental surveillance, medical application
(with the purpose of improving quality of health care), agri-
cultural assistance, and as solutions to military problems[10],
[11]. Several experimental testbeds are also implemented to
investigate various aspects of WSN-related performance issues
[7], [12], [13]. Since different environments usually guide
WSN studies to distinct research directions and design consid-
erations, it is necessary to firstly define the target environment
under investigation. In this paper, we focus on the indoor smart
environment, as depicted in Fig. 1. To furnish the environment
with monitoring capability, one possibility could be embedding
a secret compartment under the roof, and deploying smart
sensors inside the double-deck structure on the ceiling. For a
successful surveillance, providing sufficient sensing coverage
is essential. Manual placement of static sensors involves
labor effort to reach the ceiling for performing a planned
deployment. Thanks to the availability of motion facilities, we
consider smart sensors with mobility capability to accomplish
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Fig. 1. Illustration of an automated monitoring network.

self-deployment after an initial random placement of sensors,
and propose an enhanced sensor deployment scheme to ensure
sufficient sensing coverage. In this work, we donot intend to
study the energy-conserving sensor communication behavior
(though we try to reduce the moving energy by keeping sensors
from moving far away when performing self-deployment),nor
the issue of required amount of sensors to achieve certain
degree of sensing coverage. Rather, given any number of
sensors, we investigate the deployment problem and develop
a coverage-aware sensor deployment protocol based on the
concept of virtual forces in a bounded monitoring area, with
the objective of providing/maintaining high sensing coverage.
Our ultimate goal is to realize an automated monitoring
network so that detection applications of various emergency
events can be practically implemented.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews several prior research efforts and summarizes
our unique contributions. In Section III, we provide the en-
vironmental assumptions made by the protocol. Section IV
elaborates on the detailed operations of proposed EVFA-
B deployment scheme. Section V presents the performance
comparison results, and briefly reports our prototype of an
automated monitoring network (MoNet). Finally, we draw our
concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. PRIOR WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Depending on the target applications, earlier studies in
WSNs generally focus on either outdoor large-scale envi-
ronments, where planned sensor deployment is difficult, or
indoor small-scale monitoring zones, where sensor deployment
mechanism is feasible and beneficial. For large-scale WSNs,
several works have been proposed to address the energy con-
servation issue [9], [15], [17]. For the monitoring environments
where planned sensor deployment is possible, various static
deployment strategies have been introduced to enhance the
surveillance coverage [5], [8]. However, such static deploy-
ment involves manual sensor placement/installation, and is
incapable of dynamically repairing sensing voids (uncovered



areas) in the presence of unexpected sensor failures. Con-
sequently, a number of research efforts have explored the
movement-assisted sensor deployment techniques by utilizing
mobile sensors to enhance the sensing coverage after an initial
random placement of sensors [14], [16], [18]. Those deploy-
ment techniques all consider homogeneous sensors (having
equal sensing/detection radius). With the motion facilities
equipped at the sensing devices, sensors can move around to
deploy themselves.

We summarize our unique contributions made in this paper
as follows. First,we develop an enhanced virtual forces
algorithm with boundary forces (EVFA-B) based on the
concept of potential field and disk packing theory. Though
sharing similar idea of virtual forces with [18], our EVFA-
B deals with both the homogeneous and heterogeneous sen-
sors (with different sensing distances), while [18] only dis-
cusses the case of homogeneous sensors, where a global
distance threshold value is adopted in determining whether
an attractive (with weight constantwa) or repulsive (with
weight constantwr) force should be applied on a sensor.
However, in realistic settings, where varying sensing ranges
are common,the distance threshold (determining the desirable
sensing overlapping degree) should be selected on a node-
pair basis, instead of being set globally. In addition, since
the observed environment is usually in a bounded area,our
EVFA-B protocol incorporates the boundary force (with weight
constantwb) as a kind of repulsive force from the boundaries
to keep sensors staying inside the monitoring area. Since the
boundary force is considered as a type of repulsive force, we
use the same value forwr andwb. In [18], no boundary force
is modeled, and no specific design guidelines are available
for determining suitablewa andwr (=wb) weight constants.
The authors only suggest to selectwr >> wa. However, we
discover that arbitrary settings (even satisfyingwr >> wa)
do not always yield desirable sensing coverage. Motivated
by the observations, we investigate and conjecture thatgood
choices for wa and wr (=wb) greatly depend on sensor
population and monitored area dimensions, while independent
of sensing radius. Second, we observe that most existing
works do not have a real-life testbed to demonstrate their
proposed protocols/algorithms. In this work,we implement an
automated monitoring network (MoNet), based on embedded
platforms, sensing components, communication modules and
motion devices,to validate the proposed EVFA-B protocol.

III. E NVIRONMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

Below we summarize the environmental assumptions made
in this work.
(A1) There exists a powerful clusterhead responsible for per-

forming centralized computations. All sensors are able
to communicate with the clusterhead via single-hop or
multi-hop wireless transmissions.

(A2) Sensors have the isotropic sensing shape and the binary
sensing/detection behavior, in which an event is detected
(not detected) by a sensor with complete certainty if this
event occurs inside (outside) its sensing radius. Both the
homogeneous (having identical sensing range) and het-
erogeneous (having varying sensing ranges) sensors are
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Fig. 2. Concept of attractive, repulsive, boundary forces,and virtual
movement exerted on a sensor node.

allowed in our model. Information of respective sensing
ranges is provided by all sensors and made available at
the clusterhead for deployment-related computations.

(A3) We adopt the discrete coordination system, in which
the monitoring area (sensing field) is represented by
a 2D grid network. Locations of all sensors are ob-
tained via the pre-deployed RFID platform or some
existing localization technique, and constantly updated
to the clusterhead. Neighboring nodes under the adopted
coordination system are defined as sensors within the
sensing range (rs), which is normally much smaller
than the radio communication distance (rc). Without
loss of generality, we assume thatrc > 2rs in our
model. According to the derivations in [9], [17], if the
radio communication range (rc) is at least twice the
sensing radius (rs), complete coverage of a convex area
implies connectivity among the working set of sensor
nodes. Consequently, in this work, we only deal with
the sensing coverage, and network connectivity follows
accordingly.

IV. ENHANCED V IRTUAL FORCESALGORITHM WITH

BOUNDARY FORCES(EVFA-B)

The concept of virtual forces is inspired by the combined
idea of potential field and disk packing theory [6]. Each sensor
behaves as a source giving a force to others. This force can
be either positive (attractive) or negative (repulsive). If two
sensors are too close, they exert repulsive forces to separate
each other, otherwise they exert attractive forces to draw each
other. We quantify the definition of ”closeness” by using the
distance thresholddijth for any two sensorssi and sj with
respective sensing radiusri andrj (design guidelines ondijth
are provided in Section IV-A). Givenk sensors (denoted ass1,
s2, . . . , sk with sensing radiusr1, r2, . . . , rk, respectively)
deployed in the monitoring area, for any two sensorssi and
sj located at coordinates (xi, yi) and (xj , yj), we adopt the
Euclidean distancedij to indicate how far the two sensors are
spaced, wheredij =

√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2. As a result, if

dij > dijth, then attractive force is applied. On the other hand,
repulsive force is generated ifdij < dijth. Define

−→
F ij as the

directed virtual force acting onsi from sj , now we have

−→
F ij =






(wa(dij − dijth), θij) for dij > dijth
(0, 0) for dijij = dth
(wr(d

ij
th − dij), θij + π) otherwise




 , (1)

whereθij = tan−1 (yi−yj)
(xi−xj)

andwa (wr) represents the weight
measurement for the attractive (repulsive) force (detailed de-
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Fig. 3. (a) Distance threshold (d
ij

th
) settings for two arbitrary sensors

si and sj under four different environmental conditions. (b) Extreme node
configuration used to derive the properwr

wa
ratio setting.

sign guidelines on the two weight constants are elaborated
in Section IV-B). Takesi in Fig. 2 for example, attractive
force

−→
F ij from sj (to draw si closer) and repulsive force−→

F ik from sk (to repelsi) are acting simultaneously onsi. In
the case of setting distance threshold as the summation of two
sensing ranges, the virtual force

−→
F il from sl equals zero (no

force imposed onsi by sl). In addition, we incorporate the
boundary force

−→
F ib to quantify the virtual force acting onsi

from the monitored boundaries. By boundary forces, we can
significantly reduce the unwanted coverage outside the sensing
field. As depicted in Fig. 2, the magnitude of

−→
F ib should be

inversely proportional to the perpendicular distance between
si and the boundary, and is formulated as|−→F ib| = wb(

1
dib

),
wherewb represents the weight measurement for the boundary
force. In this work, we regard the boundary force as a type
of repulsive force, and use the same value forwr and wb.
In a rectangular area, boundary forces could be from the
four boundaries surrounding the monitoring region. Thus

−→
F ib

is actually the combined force from all boundaries, where−→
F ib =

−→
F x1

ib +
−→
F x2

ib +
−→
F y1

ib +
−→
F y2

ib . In Fig. 2, sincesi resides at
the center, boundary forces from the four boundaries are equal,
leading to a zero

−→
F ib. Considering all attractive, repulsive,

and boundary forces, we have the resultant force
−→
F i exerted

on sensorsi being defined as
−→
F i =

∑k
j=1,j 6=i

−→
F ij +

−→
F ib.

The determined resultant force
−→
F i then guidessi to virtu-

ally move to its next position. Since we adopt the discrete
coordination system, the next position forsi is defined as the
closest possible grid point. As illustrated in Fig. 2, giventhe
resultant moving angleθi, with respect to the positive x axis in
counterclockwise direction, we obtain the actual motion angle
θ
′

i by approximatingθ
′

i =
π
4 round(

θi
π/4 ). Consequently, sensor

si moves to grid point 4, shown in Fig. 2, as its next position.
Our EVFA-B mechanism terminates when either the re-

quired sensing coverage threshold (cth) is achieved or the
maximum number of allowable virtual movements performed
by each sensor (Maxloops) is reached.

A. Distance Threshold

The distance threshold effectively defines thedesired over-
lapping degreeof two sensors. For homogeneous sensors,
the distance threshold can be made as a global constant.
However, for heterogeneous sensors, the value of distance
threshold should be designed on per node-pair basis to ob-
tain a similar degree of overlapping under different sensing
distances. Specifically, for two sensors with small sensing
ranges, the distance threshold should be made smaller than
that of two sensors with large sensing distances, in order to

keep reasonably similar overlapping level for the two sensor
pairs (couples). Besides sensing ranges, the design of distance
threshold also depends on the sensor density. Suppose the
monitoring area has sizeA, and the maximum area size
covered by all sensors isAs, whereAs = π

∑k
i=1 r

2
i . Define

the maximum possible coverage ratioã = As

A . Coverage ratio
ã < 1 implies the total number of sensors is insufficient to
fully cover the monitoring area. In this case, we cannot afford
overlapping between sensors. On the other hand, coverage
ratio ã ≥ 1 indicates the sensor population is capable of
fully covering the whole area, in which case a certain degree
of overlapping is desirable to minimize the sensing holes
(uncovered zones). Based on the above principles, we propose
to separately design the distance thresholddijth for any two
sensorssi and sj under four environmental settings. For
homogeneous sensors, we use the abbreviation ISR to reflect
the fact of having Identical Sensing Radius. For heterogeneous
sensors, we use HSR to represent the condition of possessing
Heterogeneous Sensing Ranges. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a),
Case I andCase III deal with insufficient sensor population
(reflected byã < 1) for homogeneous and heterogeneous
sensors respectively, where overlapping is not desirable.As
a result, the distance threshold is simply designed as the sum
of two sensing ranges. InCase II andCase IV, where sensor
population is sufficient to allow overlapping (due toã ≥ 1), the
design of distance threshold should try to minimize the sensing
holes. InCase II, it is easy to obtain the perfect (minimum)
overlapping by settingdijth = 2r cos(π/6), while in Case IV,
we set dijth = α(ri + rj) by introducing a system-tunable
factor α to control the desired overlapping degree, where
0 < α < 1. Consequently, we have the distance threshold
dijth being formulated in our model as

dijth =





2r for ISR with ã < 1
2r cos(π6 ) for ISR with ã ≥ 1
ri + rj for HSR with ã < 1
α(ri + rj) for HSR with ã ≥ 1





. (2)

B. Weight Constants

For the self-deployment algorithm based on virtual forces
to perform effectively in achieving high sensing coverage in
a boundedm × n area, the design of weight constantswa

andwr associated with the attractive and repulsive forces is a
critical issue. Intuitively,wr should be set much larger thanwa

(as suggested in [18]), considering the relatively small number
of neighboring sensors (exerting repulsive forces) compared to
the large number of non-neighboring nodes out there (exerting
attractive forces). However, experimental experiences reveal
that arbitrary settings of a largewr and a smallwa do not
produce effective sensing coverage in many cases. In this
section, we attempt to characterize the relationship betweenwr

andwa by deriving abetter formulated equationfor setting the
two weight constants than simply suggesting to usewr >> wa

(with arbitrary settings).
Consider an extreme node configuration shown in Fig. 3(b),

where all the sensors (except forsi and sj) are located in
one corner of them × n sensing field. For sensorsi, the
virtual forces it receives include the repulsive force fromsj
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Fig. 4. Impact ofwa, wr (= wb) parameter settings on the coverage ratio
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and attractive forces from all the other(k − 2) nodes. The
magnitude of repulsive force fromsj is denoted as|−→F R

i |.
Based on the definition of repulsive force provided in Eq. (1),
we have |−→F R

i | = wr|dijth − dij | = wr∆, where ∆ is a
small value that represents thetolerable overlappingbetween
si and sj . On the other hand, since the average distance
betweensi and all the other(k − 2) nodes is approximately
(
√
m2 + n2−

√
2ri−

√
2rk), the magnitude of total attractive

forces acting onsi is given by|−→F A
i | = (k−2)wa(

√
m2 + n2−√

2(ri + rk)). Due to the relatively small values ofri andrk
compared to the area dimensions (m andn), we neglect the
term

√
2(ri + rk). Moreover, by approximating(k − 2) ≈ k,

we have |−→F A
i | = wak

√
m2 + n2.

−→
F R

i and
−→
F A

i are two
forces that drive sensorsi toward the opposite directions.
To keepsi in a balanced state without being drawn toward
the center or pushed outside the sensing field, we adopt
the equality of the two forces by making|−→F R

i | = |−→F A
i |.

Consequently, we havewr

wa
= k

√
m2+n2

∆ , wherem, n, and

k are environmental constants, while∆ (= |dijth − dij |) varies
with the tolerable overlapping degree of respective sensorpair
(related to the sensing ranges and resultantdijth). Based on the
above derivations, proper choices for the weight constantscan
be made by settingwr = k

√
m2 + n2 andwa = ∆.

Next, we intend to further relaxwa from the dependency on
sensing radius by considering settingwa inversely proportional
to the sensor populationk as another alternative to the positive
(attractive) weight value. In the case of having a large sensor
population (with largek), the weight associated with the
positive force should be made small to avoid exerting too much
total attractive force on a sensor, and vice versa. To maintain
a balanced force interaction, it is reasonable to relate the
attractive weight measurement to the actual sensor population
(parameterk). As a result, we propose another alternative
to proper weight choices by settingwr = k

√
m2 + n2 and

wa = 1
k .

In addition, since the monitored environment is usually in a
bounded area, we also incorporate the boundary forces (with
weight constantwb) in our EVFA-B mechanism. We use the
same value forwr andwb, considering the boundary force is
also a kind of repulsive force. In Fig. 4, we perform EVFA-B
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values in our EVFA-B algorithm.

(with Maxloops = 100, cth = 0.95, α = 0.9) and experiment
on two sensor populations (k = 50 andk = 70) under three
different settings ofwr and wa as discussed earlier. As we
can see from the figure, arbitrary setting (thoughwr >> wa)
without boundary forces performs poorly, while the third
alternative by makingwa inversely proportional tok performs
the best with the highest coverage ratio achieved. Interestingly,
by settingwa = 1

k (independent of sensing radius), we actually
obtain a better sensing coverage than that by settingwa = ∆
(sensing radius dependent), which implies thatgood choices
for the weight constants depend on the sensor population
(parameterk) and monitoring dimensions (m and n), and
can be made independent of sensing radius. This implica-
tion greatly simplifies the design of weight constants when
dealing with heterogeneous sensors (having varying sensing
ranges). Therefore we adopt the third alternative by setting
wr = k

√
m2 + n2 andwa = 1

k in our EVFA-B mechanism
thereafter.

C. Verification of Parameter Settings

We conduct more EVFA-B experiments (Maxloops = 100,
cth = 0.95) in this section to observe the combined impact of
dijth, wa, wr settings on the attainable coverage ratio. In Fig. 5,
two dijth designs are experimented (wherer̄ = 1

k

∑k
i=1 ri, rep-

resenting the average sensing radius), both with three different
wa, wr settings. As depicted in the figure, by settingwa = 1

k

andwr = k
√
m2 + n2, we obtain the highest coverage under

both dijth values. Moreover, even higher coverage ratio is
attainable if we make the distance threshold on per node-
pair basis by settingdijth = α(ri + rj). The results indicate
the importance of proper parameter settings on the distance
threshold (dijth) and weight constants (wa, wr , wb), further
validating our parameter designs proposed in Section IV-A
and Section IV-B.

D. EVFA-B Algorithm Summary

Table I summarizes the notations used in the EVFA-B
mechanism, and Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for
EVFA-B operations. Note that in the end of each loop, every
sensor performsvirtual movementwithout physically moving
to the new position. Physical movements are conducted once
the EVFA-B process terminates (eithercth or Maxloops has
been reached).

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we validate the proposed EVFA-B protocol
by comparing the performance with two other self-deployment



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS USED IN OUREVFA-B

Notation Description

m Length of the monitored field
n Width (breadth) of the monitored field
k Total number of sensor nodes (denoted ass1, s2, · · · , sk

with radiusr1, r2, · · · , rk)
(xi, yi) Coordinate (position) of sensorsi
dij

th
Distance threshold for two arbitrary sensorssi andsj (j 6= i)

wa Tunable weight measure for attractive force
wr(wb) Tunable weight measure for repulsive force (boundary force)

−→
Fi Resultant force exerted on sensorsi (attractive, repulsive,

boundary forces considered)
Maxloops Maximum number of virtual movements performed by each

sensor
cth Desired coverage ratio threshold

Algorithm 1 EVFA-B Procedures
1: set loops = 0;
2: setcnow = cinit; // initial coverage ratio
3: while (loops < Maxloops) && (cnow < cth) do
4: for each sensorsi ∈ {s1, s2, ..., sk} do
5: compute

−→
F i=

∑k

j 6=i,j=1

−→
F ij +

−→
F ib;

6: performvirtual movements; // all sensors virtually move to
their next positions

7: updatecoverage ratiocnow;
8: set loops = loops+ 1;

mechanisms in terms of coverage ratio and total energy
consumed by sensor physical movements. The comparison
targets include mechanisms also based on virtual forces. We
implement Zou (introduced in [18]) and Zou-B (improved
Zou mechanism by incorporating boundary forces into the
force calculations) with fixed weight settings. Since there
is no specific design guidelines provided by [18] on setting
the weights except for suggesting to usewr >> wa, we
try on severalwr and wa combinations and select(wa =
1, wr = 1000) to be utilized by Zou and Zou-B for its best
coverage performance. On the other hand, the weight settings
in EVFA-B follow the derivations presented in Section IV-B
and are made as(wa = 1

k , wr = k
√
m2 + n2). For the weight

wb associated with the boundary force (considered by both
EVFA-B and Zou-B), we use the same value set forwr (i.e.,
wb = wr = k

√
m2 + n2 in EVFA-B andwb = wr = 1000 in

Zou-B). We simulate heterogeneous sensors, having sensing
radius uniformly distributed in[10, 20], in a rectangular grid-
based region. The distance threshold in Zou and Zou-B is set
as twice the average sensing radius (i.e.,dijth = 2r, where
r = 1

k

∑k
i=1 ri), while EVFA-B follows Eq. (2) on setting

the threshold (with overlapping factorα = 0.9). All three
mechanisms useMaxloops = 100 and cth = 0.95 as their
deployment termination conditions.

A. Improved Surveillance Coverage

Fig. 6 displays the deployment results accomplished by Zou,
Zou-B, and EVFA-B respectively at the50th round, halfway
to the maximum allowable loops of100. We observe that,
given the same computation time, EVFA-B is able to make the
most effective progress toward the required sensing coverage.
On the other hand, due to lack of boundary forces, Zou
makes many unnecessary movements outside the sensing field.

Initial: 45.27% covered   Zou: 62.90% covered Zou-B: 70.49% covered        EVFA-B: 84.74% covered

Fig. 6. Sensor deployment status after 50 rounds (virtual movements)
using Zou, Zou-B, and our proposed EVFA-B strategies, respectively (m =
200, n = 200, k = 80, HSR with ã ≥ 1).

HSR w/ 1a

Number of Sensors (k)

HSR w/ 1a

Number of Sensors (k)

HSR w/ 1a HSR w/ 1a

Fig. 7. Coverage performance accomplished by Zou, Zou-B, and our EVFA-
B deployment strategies under various amounts of sensor nodes in a monitored
200× 200 area.

By incorporating the boundary forces to keep sensors from
drifting away, Zou-B outperforms Zou as a result of reducing
unwanted coverage outside the monitoring region. However,
due to improper distance threshold and weight settings, Zou-
B is unable to cover the area as effectively as EVFA-B does.

The results in Fig. 6 motivate us to conduct another set of
experiments investigating thecoverage improvement rateof
respective mechanism under different environmental settings.
We define the coverage improvement rate as theaverage
amount of coverage ratio improved/increased per round/loop,
regarded as the progressing speed on enhancing sensing cov-
erage. Since the three mechanisms have different progress-
ing speeds, intuitively, the one with the highest coverage
improvement rate is expected to produce the best coverage
ratio. We experiment on various sensor populations in the
same monitoring region as Fig. 6 to observe the coverage
improvement rate and achieved coverage ratio. As shown in
Fig. 7, after the first redeployment, EVFA-B achieves the best
sensing coverage due to its highest coverage improvement rate
under all sensor populations. Moreover, we observe that both
the coverage improvement rate and achieved coverage ratio of
EVFA-B increase monotonically as number of sensors grows.
The reason is attributed to the judicious designs of distance
threshold and weight constants, making the deployment strat-
egy adopted by EVFA-B adaptive to environmental parameters
(such as sensor numbers, area dimensions, and heterogeneous
sensing ranges). On the other hand, Zou and Zou-B do not
have steadily increasing performance as sensor population
grows, due to their improper parameter designs, making the
two mechanisms incapable of utilizing the benefit brought by
increased number of deployable sensors.

B. Energy Conservation on Physical Movements

Due to the centralized computations and communications
exercised by Zou, Zou-B, and EVFA-B, the major source of
energy consumption is from sensor physical movements. To
model the energy consumed by the motion device moving for
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one grid unit, we do real measurements on the sensor robot
used in our implementation testbed with grid size equal to1
cm. The robot assembles six1.2 V 2000 mAh rechargeable
NiMH batteries with measured200 ∼ 290 mA moving
current and average moving speed at0.06 m/sec (216 m/hr).
Consequently, the average moving energy consumption per
grid (unit distance) can be estimated by0.29× 7.2× (0.01216 ) =
9.667 × 10−5 Joule. We obtain the total energy consumed
by physical movements performed by respective deployment
strategy based on the estimated energy model, and conduct
experiments to observe the energy performance under different
sensor populations. Fig. 8(a) shows the results of both energy
consumption and achieved coverage ratio. EVFA-B yields the
highest coverage ratio, while consuming the least energy on
physical movements, due to its capability of keeping sensors
from moving far away. The results indicate that EVFA-B is
both coverage effective and energy efficient, which encourages
us to implement the EVFA-B protocol in a practical testbed.

C. Implementation of MoNet Prototype

As pointed out in [7] that simulation models do not suf-
ficiently capture the radio and sensor irregularity in a real-
world environment, a proof-of-concept implementation is thus
needed to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed EVFA-
B protocol. In this section, we briefly report our prototyping
experiences on an automated monitoring network (MoNet).

Fig. 8(b) illustrates the hardware architecture and commu-
nication protocols used by our MoNet. the mobile sensor is
basically a moving robot (LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 9797
[2]) carrying a single-board computer (Crossbow Stargate [1]),
a sensor-equipped mote (Crossbow MICAz [1]), and a webcam
device (Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000 [3]). The server acts as
the clusterhead performing deployment-related computations
required by EVFA-B, while the data collector is responsiblefor
gathering necessary data (such as sensor locations and sensing
ranges) from all sensors via ZigBee protocol and providing
them to the server. In our testbed, the location informationis
obtained via a pre-deployed RFID positioning system with grid
granularity of1 cm. To demonstrate the emergency response
capability of MoNet, we randomly place six mobile sensors in
a 2m× 2m area, and generate four emergency events (using
desk lamps instead of real fire for safety concerns) at the

four corners. We configure the sensors to regard a light event
with reading above900 as an abnormal event (emergency) and
report the detected event back to the server upon the detection.
A demonstration video on this experiment is available in [4].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an enhanced sensor deployment
protocol, entitled EVFA-B, with the objective of providing
sufficient surveillance coverage for smart indoor environments.
In the development of EVFA-B, distance threshold settings and
weight constants (associated with attractive/repulsive forces)
have been judiciously designed to effectively increase thesens-
ing coverage ratio. Performance results showed that EVFA-B
outperformed other virtual forces algorithms due to its better
parameter choices and the incorporation of virtual bound-
ary forces. Furthermore, an automated monitoring network
(MoNet) powered by our EVFA-B deployment mechanism
was implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype to corrobo-
rate the protocol feasibility.
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